AAPA/Corps Webinars

• **Webinar 8:** Corps of Engineers Contributed Funds Process - Eddie Belk, USACE - June 25, 2015

• **Webinar 7:** Navigation Funding and Channel Availability - Jim Walker, AAPA and Dylan Davis, USACE - May 28, 2015

• **Webinar 6:** Lessons Learned From Recently Completed Navigation Studies - Todd Nettles, Technical Director, National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise - November 19, 2014

• **Webinar 5:** Moving from Study Phase to Preliminary Engineering and Design (PED) and Economic Updates - Jeff Strahan, Jeremy LaDart and Todd Nettles, USACE - June 10, 2014
AAPA/Corps Webinars

- **Webinar 4:** USACE Navigation FY 2014 Workplan and FY 2015 Budget - Jeff McKee, Chief Navigation Branch - USACE - April 22, 2014
- **Webinar 3:** Planning Modernization and SMART Planning - Tab Brown, HQUSACE - January 7, 2014
- **Webinar 2:** Project Cost Limits (WRDA 1986 Section 902) - Jeremy LaDart, Economist, HQUSACE, and Kim Callan, Walla Walla Cost-MDX - October 28, 2013
- **Webinar 1:** Contributed Funds - Jan Rasgus, USACE - August 23, 2013
Proposed Webinars

• WRRDA 7001 – clarification of submittals (due Sep 23, 2015) OBE?
• Joe Wilson on EPA review of Ocean placement site requests – Joe Wilson, Corps presenter* *ERDC webinar ports can join
• Wes Coleman on SMART Planning, Decision Matrix and Risk Register
• Ernie Drott on Corps Alternative Finance (P3) initiative
• Tab Brown on WRRDA 1005 – suspenses for NEPA reviews, including WRDA 2007 Section 2045. Webinar when Implementation Guidance issued
WRRDA requests

• Districts retain fees collected for corresponding Federal disposal facilities (QPI A 3)
• Elimination of the 10% repayment of LERR (QPI A 4)
• Continuing Contracts (QPI A 5)
• Advance Funds authority for Navigation Planning Studies (QPI A 8)
• Allow for a preliminary discussion phase for initial scoping discussion adjustment to 3x3x3 (QPI A 9)
• Modernize Construction cost share – what depth 50, 55? (QPI A 10)
WRRDA requests

• WRRDA Section 2106, Donor and Energy Transfer Ports – extend the authorization period
• Section 203 – ‘on their own’ for economics on Nav studies. Confirm Corps support for ‘hire the Corps’ or seek Congressional revision.
• Section 1024 – clarify wording on when Corps can accept products and services; natural disaster versus mechanical failure due to unaccomplished maintenance
• P3 changes